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     Hardly few of the movies did an average business on box office, rest of the 
movie could not do well on box office. Vidhu Vinod Chopra's Shikara created 
buzz in the industry for many reasons. Many of the Kashmiri Pandits were 
not satisfied with the way film is made. Vidhu had his own justification on 
this film but many of the critics and Kashmiri Pandits criticised the film for 
not being upto the expectations. Imtiaz Ali's Love Aaj Kal was another big 
movie of the month that was released on Valentine's Day but despite having 
good buzz in the industry, even this could not do the miracle on box office as 
expected. Vicky Kaushal's 'Bhoot Part One: The Haunted Ship' was the real 
talks of town. This movie did pretty well and got the good reviews from the 
critics. 
    The month of March have very high expectations because 3 big budget 
movies are releasing. Starting with Baaghi3, followed by Angrezi Medium 
and Sooryavanshi. The financial year ending has hardly few movies but all 
are big budget and audience and filmmakers have very high expectations from 
these movies.
     Hopefully, March month will be proved lucky for many filmmakers. 

Sharmila Yogesh Mishra

 Keep reading and keep loving Bollywood Town. 

Dear Readers,

Regards, 

The month of February was an average month for many of the filmmakers. 
Movies released in the month were- Shikara, Malang, Hacked, Love Aaj Kal, 
Bhoot Part One: The Haunted Ship, Shubh Mangal Zyada Saavdhan, The 
Hundred Bucks, Thappad, Guns of Banaras, Doordarshan and O Pushpa I 
Hate Tears etc. 

From the publisher's desk

Visit us: 
www.bollywoodtown.in
Follow us: 
     _bollywoodtown
Join us: 
    /BollywoodTownIndia

_bollywoodtown/BollywoodTown
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JOHN Abraham's JA 
Entertainment, Robbie Grewal's Red 
Ice Films and Anil Bohra's Vyka 
Entertainment are all set to produce the 
biopic of Revathi Roy, the much 
acclaimed social entrepreneur who 
started Asia's first all female taxi 
service- Hey Deedee and the first all 
woman last mile delivery service.

     Today Roy, who was in the list of 
Fortune India's most powerful women 
in 2019, has trained and empowered 

     Early in her enterprise, Revathi 
made an incredible decision that would 
defeat every possible stereotype, social 
and financial, about women, business 
and women in business. She decided 
that her staff would consist only of 
women who were Below Poverty Line. 

     The story of the film has been 
adapted from the book 'Who is Revathi 
Roy' by Swati Lodha.

many such women enabling them and 
their families to live a life of dignity 
and financial independence.   
     “I'm very happy that we are 
producing this very upbeat story that 
combines the best of entrepreneurial 
twists with an extremely dramatic 
personal life. Revathi's journey is that 
of a vivacious, funny, full of life, 
spirited woman who despite all odds 
has risen like a phoenix and has been 
continuously working towards 
empowering underprivileged women. 
It's a story that we just HAD to tell and 
who better to do that with than Robbie.” 
–says producer John Abraham.
     “Revathi's life is full of crests and 
troughs and dramatic twists and turns. 
We usually see stories about how 
people rise from rags to riches; Revathi 
went from riches to rags to a 
revolution! It is an honour to be able to 

     "Revathi has fought not just the 
harshest realities of life, but also the 
deeply patriarchal notion that 'women 
can't drive'. Her business model itself 
defies this mindset by training thousands 
of marginalised women to drive, thereby 
setting them on a path of liberation and 
financial independence," says producer 
Anil Bohra

tell the story of such an heroic and 
courageous woman.” –says Robbie 
Grewal, the director and producer.
     Says Revathi Roy," I'm very happy that 
John, Robbie and Anil have come together 
to tell a story which is not just my own 
but of every woman who was given a 
chance. Women are born fighters and an 
opportunity given to them never goes 
waste. All we need to provide is an 
ecosystem for them to flourish. In a small 
way, that is what my team and I have 
done."   

John Abraham to produce well-known 
social entrepreneur, Revathi Roy's biopic
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SANJAY Dutt has reprised the 
many shades of a character through his 
characterisation in huis career. From 
being the heartthrob to beating it all 
with the role of an antagonist, the actor 
truly is setting the bar high. While other 
actors are opting to be the quintessential 
hero, it is superstar Sanjay Dutt who is 
bringing the strongest portrayals on 
screen, being the quintessential villain.
     He recently did it in Panipat where 
he played Ahmed Shah Abdali and with 
a trail of upcoming projects, we are 
definitely looking forward to what's 
there in store: Here are the movies that 
prove it!
     Khalnayak- Sanjay Dutt plays the 
character of a villain in the action-
thriller where the movie focuses on the 
arrest of criminal Ballu (Sanjay Dutt) 
by Inspector Ram and his girlfriend, 
officer Ganga and Ballu's subsequent 
attempt to escape. The iconic song 
Choli Ke Peeche Kya hai of the movie 
became one of the biggest hits of the 
decade.
     Agneepath - In the official remake of 
the classic, Sanjay Dutt essayed the role 
of Kancha Cheena and brought back the 
horror to our lives. Even after 
portraying a negative character, Sanjay 
Dutt's performance won not only the 
love of fans but also garnered a lot of 
critical acclaim.
     Vaastav - Ragu stays as everlasting 
as ever with the darkest of the 
characters. Sanjay Dutt was appreciated 
a lot by both critics and audiences for 
his character Raghunath Namdev 
Shivalkar in the film. His look became a 
rage and the streets soon filled up with 
his lookalikes!
     Panipat - The actor's most recent 
outing as Ahmed Shah Abdali in 
Panipat was loved by one and all for his 
portrayal as an antagonist. One of the 
strongest roles by the actor, this one has 
been the one that shows him in a very 
different and era-based dark role.
     Truly, there's no one who can nail 
the quintessential villain the way 
Sanjay Dutt Dutt and we are always a 
fan!
     With a stellar line-up, Sanjay Dutt 
upcoming films include KGF: Chapter 
2, Sadak 2, Shamshera, Bhuj: The Pride 
of India, Hera Pheri 3 and Toorbaz. 
Apart from starring in all the stated 
films, Sanjay Dutt will also be working 
towards creating cutting-edge content 
for his home production, Sanjay S Dutt 
Productions which is already making 
all the noise.

Sanjay Dutt sets the bar high 
as the quintessential villain. 
Check the list!
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BREAKUPS can be tough, 
however, when they are followed by 
the entire world cursing you, they 
can get seriously traumatic. This is 
exactly what happened with actor 
Himansh Kohli after he parted ways 
with singer Neha Kakkar, a year 
back. The actor was tagged as the 
'heartless boyfriend' by Neha's fans 
on social media and became a 
victim of a lot of ruthless trolling. 
“That was one of the worst phases 
of my life. Today things have settled 
down, but yes, there was a time 
when the entire world was cursing 
me on social media. Nobody wanted 
to know the real story and I was 
made out to be the villain overnight. 
It was very upsetting because I 
wasn't saying anything and people 
were drawing their own conclusions 
based on what she was putting out. 
She cried on shows and everyone 
believed that only I was to blame. I 
wanted to cry too, but then we tend 
to put up a brave front. At the end of 
the day though, we are human. 
Mann mera bhi bahut karta tha ki 
main kuch kahoon, there were times 

when I would type out things to post 
on social media, but I would decide 
to wait for some time. A few hours 
later, I would change my mind 
because I felt this is the same person 
who I have loved, how can I say 
anything against her. That's not my 
definition of love. I never even 
asked her why she was doing that to 
me even though it hurt me very 
much,” he says.
     In fact, the actor has always 
maintained a dignified silence on the 
issue. “There were so many things 
that happened, but I never wanted to 
talk about it. All I can say is that she 
didn't want to continue and so we 
mutually decided to separate. It was 
her decision to move on in life and I 
respected that. But then in no time, 
the story took a turn. Each time she 
put up a post, I faced a backlash,” he 
says.
     Talking about how he dealt with 
that phase, Himansh says, “I took a 
holiday and went to London, my 
sister joined me there. I was 
constantly in the news because each 
time she posted something, I would 

be trolled. I felt like I was in 
everyone's bad books and was even 
losing the confidence to talk to 
women. I went to places where I 
could meditate. One thing that really 
hurt me was when everyone accused 
me of using her; I just couldn't 
understand that. Four films of mine 
had released before I met her and I 
was making money. In fact, while the 
two of us were together, I didn't do 
much work because I used to travel 
with her for her shows so that we 
could spend time together. I actually 
let a lot of work pass in those 
months. Then people also said that I 
had cheated on her and that's why 
things ended. Thankfully, a few 
months later, she cleared the air and 
said I hadn't cheated on her. 
Thereafter things got better. I have 
put it all behind me now.”
     The two met in 2017 during the 
promotions of Himansh's film Ranchi 
Diaries, where Neha sang one of the 
songs. They clicked instantly and 
started going out, and were together 
for almost a year. 

Himansh Kohli on break up with 
Neha Kakkar: She would cry on 
shows and people would blame me!
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     The film has an intriguing 
ensemble cast of Abhimanyu, 
Mrunal Thakur, Paresh Rawal, 
Sharman Joshi, Divya Dutta, 
Abhishek Banerjee, Darshan 
Jariwala, Grusha Kapoor and Vijay 
Raaz which guarantees superb 
entertainment. Sachin-Jigar will be 
composing the music for the film.

     Vivek Krishnani, Managing 
Director, Sony Pictures 
Entertainment India says, " Umesh 
Shukla, through his work over the 
years, has the innate ability to 
enthral audiences by connecting 
with them through a powerful, 
humorous and entertaining 

AFTER the success of 102 Not 
Out, Sony Pictures Films India and 
Umesh Shukla have come together 
for yet another family entertainer 
titled Aankh Micholi. The film 
revolves around a family of misfits 
with a crazily entertaining story line 
which will surely make this Diwali 
a cracking one.

     Aankh Micholi has been written 
by Jitendra Parmar. Prior to 102 
Not Out, Umesh directed critically 
acclaimed super hit- Oh My God 
which earned a lot of accolades 
from the masses.

narrative. As a studio, we are always 
looking out for engaging and 
riveting stories that can not only 
charm audiences but evoke strong 
emotions. I can proudly say that our 
next film with Umesh which is a 
family comedy has attracted the best 
talent in the industry, and with such a 
stellar ensemble and Umesh in the 
driver seat  this Diwali will be truly a 
rib tickling roller coaster ride for 
audiences Worldwide.”

     Aankh Micholi is produced by 
Sony Pictures Films India, Umesh 
Shukla and Ashish Wagh's Merry Go 
Round Studios and the film will be 
shot across India and Europe.

     Talking about the film, Director 
and Producer Umesh Shukla shares, 
"I am thrilled to again partner with 
Sony Pictures Films India for Aankh 
Micholi. The film is very close to my 
heart and I am proud to have been 
able to bring such an exciting cast 
together for the film. The family 
entertainer is a story of a family of 
misfits. Since it's a complete family 
entertainer, we thought of releasing 
the film in Diwali and I can promise 
that the audiences will be in for a 
laugh riot."

Aankh Micholi is slated for 
a 2020 Diwali release!

Sonnalli Seygall's love for fitness 
is not unknown. She looks radiant, 
as she attends a half marathon in 
Juhu, where she was the guest of 
honour

SPOTTED
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PROVIING her mettle and 
versatility for movies, Fatima Sana 
Shaikh is all set to own 2020 with 
her powerful film line up. She'll be 
seen experimenting with genres and 
delving into the skin of the 
characters that come along with it.
     Mere two films old, Fatima feels 
that consistency is important to 
survive in Bollywood. The actress 
also believes that there has been a 
distinct change and transformation 
happening in every decade.
     As the actress strongly opines 
about the shift happening in 
Bollywood, Fatima shared, "People 
have started accepting such films. 
It's not just that, even the audience 
is accepting such films and wants to 
watch unconventional heroes and 
heroines. Probably, they were not 
ready before, but now people are 
curious and they want to watch 
such films. Maybe after a few 
years, that may change, who 
knows.”
     After a successful stint as a child 
actor, it is never too easy to make a 
comeback as an adult. But Fatima 
did it in spades with Dangal (2016) 
which saw charting some 
extraordinary box office numbers.
     On the work front, Fatima's film 
line-up looks very interesting with 
her upcoming slate of films–Anurag 
Basu's small-town set anthology 
film and the quirky comedy Suraj 
Pe Mangal Bhari is different from 
her earlier projects and fans are 
thrilled to watch her take over the 
silver screen with her charisma and 
power pack performance.
     The actor is currently shooting 
for Suraj Pe Mangal Bhari along 
with prominent actors Manoj 
Bajpayee and Diljit Dosanjh.

"Now people are curious and they want to watch such films", 
Fatima Sana Shaikh spills beans on the shift in Bollywood
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Krushna Abhishek is known for his comic roles in the films and TV. He 
has worked with many hit Hindi movies like Bol Bachchan, 
Entertainment and Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3 etc. Currently his character 
is very popular in 'The Kapil Sharma Show.' In an exclusive interview 
with Yogesh Mishra, he spoke about his character in latest released 
Hindi movie 'O Pushpa I Hate Tears', his own definition of comedy, 
Govinda's input in his career, Nalasopara connect in The Kapil Sharma 
Show and more…   

Nowadays, the meaning of comedy 
is changed: Krushna Abhishek

    Abhishek
Krushna
EXCLUSIVE
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After the narration of the story 
director Dinkar ji suggested me this 
title (Pushpa I Hate tears). I was 
excited to know this title so much 
that I suggested my director and 
producer to go and take the 
registration of this title 
immediately. Title should be catchy 
and everybody know that this is a 
very famous dialogue of Rajesh 
Khanna ji. I knew that, if we will 
get this title then we can create a 
title track on this. Luckily, I sang 
this title song. We dedicated this 
song to Rajesh Khanna ji. You 
might have seen that I have used the 
style of Kaka (Rajesh Khanna) in 
this song. I am happy with the title. 

When the situations were given to 
me, then lines were already written 
but the important was how to 
deliver it. I used to improvise it 
from my end. Dinkar ji (director) 
had given me enough freedom to 
act the way I wanted. People on set 

The title of the movie is very 
unique. This is a popular dialogue 
of Rajesh Khanna ji. How it all 
happened?

What kind of comedy inputs you 
have given in 'O Pushpa I Hate 
Tears'?

What character are you playing 
in 'O Pushpa I Hate Tears'?
It's a comic thriller. My excitement 
was more because there is a thriller 
element in comedy in this film and 
movie is released after a long time. 
I am playing a negative character in 
this film. There is a film inside this 
film. I am hired to murder a girl. 
Her husband gives me money to kill 
her and he goes out but when he 
comes back, he sees that things are 
changed. Now the 'living Pushpa is 
more beneficial for him than dead 
Pushpa'. My character has lots of 
shades. I have good dialogues and 
dance scenes in this film. My 
character name is Shyam so, 
whenever I appear on screen, I used 
to say repetitively that Dholak aur 
tabla toh koi bhi bajaa sakta hai 
lekin bansuri tab khush hoti hai jab 
usse Shyam bajata hai. It's a 
different kind of character. 
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There is a trend of not to invent 
something new in the film industry. 

When things are going well, then 
we should not change the track. 



There is a trend of not to invent 
something new in the film industry. 
When things are going well, then we 
should not change the track. People 
like me is in comedy since long time. 
I have done many hit comedy movies 
like Bol Bachchan, Entertainment, 
Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3 etc. Recently 
I did a web series with Ekta Kapoor, 
even that was a comedy genre. Even, 
I have produced one comedy movie 
'Marne Bhi Do Yaaron'. So, I thought 
of not changing the track, but I want 
to do a serious horror movie. I like 
horror movies. I watch a horror movie 
every day before I sleep (laughs). I 
want to do a film like Vicky Kaushal's 
Bhoot. 
What is 'comedy' according to you?

How much is the comedy angle in 
this film?

You are mainly known for your 
comic roles in the industry. Are you 
trying to explore some other genre 
also?

Any expectations from this film (O 
Pushpa I Hate tears)?
This is more of a single theatre film. 
This is like the movies of 90s where 
audience used to cheer in cinema hall. 
Yeh stall walon ki film hai. I don't 
have any major expectation from this 
film but since there are lots of hard 
work and money is involved in 
making this film so I appeal people to 
come and watch this film. 

are like your regular audience so, 
when I performed, people used to 
laugh and Dinkar ji used to take those 
as a final take. 

Its not a major comedy but my 
character is very much entertaining. I 
used to lie and create fake stories and 
you will come to know the fact in the 
climax why he (my character) was 
doing so. I created comedy as much 
as possible within the limit of my 
character in the film. 

Comedy I believe is a 'instant 
reaction'. Although things are scripted 
but actor's own input is more 
important. How do you react on 
others naturally is more important. 
Nowadays, the meaning of comedy is 
changed. For the comedy, I am big 
fan of Mehmood saab and Kishor 
Kumar ji. But today's comedy is more 
a one liner comedy than a situational 
comedy. People don't have time 
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today. One liner comedy and a fast 
script is in the demand of today's 
scenario. It's not time of situational 
comedy. People want new 
variations. 
What are the contributions of a 
director and an actor to create a 
good comedy?

I have two small kids. When I do 
funny acting in female costume, my 
son recognize me. Once, Salman 
bhai (Salman Khan) asked me to 
take my kids on set so I took them 
there. I wanted to know whether my 
kids will recognize me or not in 
female costume. So, when I came 
out of vanity van in female costume, 
my kids recognized me. I think, I 
was female in my last birth who 

To create a good comedy, director 
should also be humorous. Rohit 
Shetty is humorous. I have worked 
with David Dhawan ji also. He is 
humorous in personal life as well. 
What is your family reaction on 
your female character in The 
Kapil Sharma Show?

might have died in the early age so I 
think, I am fulfilling those pending 
things now (laughs). I play female 
character but that is acceptable 
because that is very sweet character. 
I never used vulgar dialogues. I kept 
this character very sweet. I am not 
famous for this female character. I 
am still Krushna, because in TV 
industry I have created my image as 
a Krushna only. So, when I come on 
stage in female costume, people 
know that I am Krushna only. 

I love the word 'Nalasopara'. 
Although I am not from there but 
my mama ji is from Virar (near 
Nalasopara). Earlier I made 'Saki 
Naka' popular. My famous dialogue 
was 'teri maa ka Saki Naka'. 
Actually, I am making world 
famous of the places of Mumbai. 
When I was in Chicago, someone 

What is 'Nalasopara' connect in 
this show (The Kapil Sharma 
Show). You use the word 
'Nalasopara' frequently in this 
show?

Who is better in female character 
between you and Govinda?

Any input of Govinda ji that you 
still follow in your professional life?
He guided me a lot in the beginning. 
He suggested me to maintain the 
dignity of the character I am playing, 
especially when playing a female 
character because, women will see 
you. So, they should not be offended 
by you. I learned a lot in dance. He 
taught me how different can we be as 
a dancer while dancing in group.

asked me, what is Nalasopara?. I told 
them that this is a place in Mumbai. I 
think, I should contest election from 
Nalasopara (laughs). 

I can't compare myself with him. He 
is quite different and much better. He 
has played female character in many 
films. He has played those roles with 
full dignity. Mama's (Govinda) timing 
is unique. I don't think, there is 
anyone in the industry like him. 
People appreciate him very much. 
People appreciate me also in female 
character so I am happy for that. 
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Gorgeous Karisma Kapoor & Shamita Shetty along with ACE  Business 
Awards to felicitate Entrepreneurs, Achievers and Champions

      The gala event which is sponsored 
by Lexus India and Hair Skin Factory 
will see more than hundred industries 
like healthcare, retail, food & beverages, 
technology, real estate, education, travel 
and etc who will showcase their 
achievements and innovative ideas. 
Actress Karisma Kapoor, Shamita 
Shetty and few former Indian cricketers 
will present awards to the galaxy of 
entrepreneurs during the occasion. 

     Raj and Shelly Lather who is also the 
founder of  FAQ Events & Media and 
Ace Business Magazine - interacted 
with media and said, "Besides, we have 
also mooted to focus the lesser known 
talents from the regional film industries 
as well as non-profit organizations those 
who are selflessly working for the 
people's cause and provide awards to 
them"

     ACE Business Awards provide 
national platform to innovators and 
entrepreneurs who dare to take a 
different path and have demonstrated 
excellent business performance. "We 
believe innovators deserve recognition. 
We provide them the opportunity to 
exhibit their talents and innovations on a 
national platform and receive our 
prestigious award", says Raj - the 
founder of FAQ Events & Media. 

     Not only this but there is something 
for fashionistas too as Premium label 
'Riya and Shelly' couture will be 
launched. The top models and show 
stoppers will burn the ramp with their 
shimmering and sizzling attires. Also 
melody and hip shaking will definitely 
tame your belligerent adrenaline as a 
galaxy of artists will perform on the 
occasion so wait with your fingers 
crossed till the D-day arrives.

THE city's one of the most iconic 
awards 'Ace Business Awards 2020' is 
all set to happen on 28th February at JW 
Marriott Hotel in serene and calm 
Bengaluru. The known personalities like 
Karisma Kapoor, Shamita Shetty, Ankit 
Tiwari, Irfan Pathan, Sree Santh has 
already shared their interest in the same 
and added, "This is going to be huge 
and we are excited to be a part of this 
award show."
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SOBHITA Dhulipala will be 
playing a pivotal role in Mani 
Ratnam's upcoming multi-
lingual historical film. The 
movie which is based on Kalki 
Krishnamurthy's fictional 
historic novel Ponniyin Selvan - 
- tells the story of 
Arulmozhivarman, one of the 
kings of the Chola dynasty 
during the 10th and 11th century. 
The film stars actors from the 
Hindi and South Indian film 
industry, which includes 
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, 
Vikram, Karthi, Trisha and 
Jayam Ravi. A source revealed 
that Sobhita, a trained classical 
dancer, is playing the pivotal 
role of a princess, who is a 
master in Bharatanatyam and 
Kuchupudi. 
     Shooting for the film has 
already begun. The Thailand 
schedule was wrapped up in 
January, while the rest of the 
movie will be shot on sets in the 
South as well as real locations 
across the country through the 
year. The cast had reportedly 
many workshops, with Sobhita's 
focused to enhance her classical 
dance techniques. Like the 
Bahubali franchise, the movie is 
being made in two parts, with 
the first one slated to be released 
in January 2021.

Sobhita Dhulipala playing a pivotal 
role in Mani Ratnam's historical film
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First look posters of the movie Boondi Raita launched in Mumbai. Film is 
directed by Kamal Chandra. Starring Himansh Kohli, Sonnalli Seygall and 
Ravi Kishan in a pivotal role.
      The movie will also feature Neeraj Sood, Alka Amin, Rajesh Sharma, 
Kuldeep Bhandari, Naresh Vohra, Tanuja Gupta, and Ishlin Prasad.
     Presented by Radhika G films, Boondi Raita is Produced by Ravi S. 
Gupta, Co-Produced by Kuldeep Bhandari. Directed by Kamal Chandra, 
starring Himansh Kohli, Sonnaalli Seygall and Ravi Kishan, the movie to go 
on the floor now.

Karan Johar receives the Iconic Entertainment Leader of the Decade in the 
presence of finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman at India Business Leader 
Awards.

THE Coolie No. 1 team celebrated 
the wrap up of their film with a party 
in Mumbai at Bhagnani's house. 
Hosted by producer Vashu Bhagnani 
and director David Dhawan, the 
wrap party saw the cast and crew 
celebrating the much-anticipated 
film. Along with actors Varun 
Dhawan and Sara Ali Khan and 
producers Jackky Bhagnani and 
Deepshikha Deshmukh, also present 
at the party were Akshay Kumar, 
Karisma Kapoor, Riteish Deshmukh, 
Genelia Deshmukh, Javed Jaffrey, 
Rohit Dhawan, Dinesh Vijan and 
many other others
     With just 2 months to hit 
theatres, the posters and pictures 
from the sets have already piqued 
the interest of the fans. The film is 
slated to release on 1st May 2020.

The Coolie No.1 
team celebrated 
the wrap up of 
their film

India’s Best Dancer, the dance 
reality show launched in Mumbai. 
Present were the cast and crew odf 
the show...
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     It was his mother who presented 
the award to him. It was indeed the 
most special moment for the duo.

BHAGYASHREE'S son 
Abhimanyu who is all gearing up for 
his second film 'Nikamma', bagged 
the Best Debut (Male) Filmfare 
award for his stellar performance in 
the action-drama 'Mard Ko Dard 
Nahi Hota'.

     The actor took to social media to 
express his gratitude to everyone 
who's been his support system 
through this journey.
     He wrote: "First Film First 
Filmfare First Award. Best Debut 
2020. This happened because 
@vasanbala believed in me. This 

(kyun paani to peete rehna chahiye). 
Grateful to @jiteshpillaai and the 
@filmfare team. To my mom my 
inspiration my dad my motivation and 
@avantikadassani my backbone.'

award belongs to each & every 
member of the #crew #grateful for 
their #passion, #hardwork and support 
without which none of this would be 
possible.
     The co-actors guided me, the Dop, 
camera crew and lighting team made 
sure I would shine, the styling team, 
the HMU made sure I looked the part, 
the Ads, the production unit set up 
everything around me and the spot 
team kept me hydrated.

'Nikamma' star Abhimanyu wins 
the Best Debut (Male) Filmfare Award!

     'The Big Bull' - An Unreal 
Story is produced by Ajay Devgn 
and Anand Pandit, directed by 
Kookie Gulati and co-produced 
by Kumar Mangat Pathak and 
Vikrant Sharma. The film is set 
to release on 23rd October, 2020.

THE much awaited Abhishek 
Bachchan starrer The Big Bull, 
the story of a man who sold 
dreams to India, is all set to 
release on 23rd October, 2020.
     The film will also star Ileana 
D'Cruz, Nikita Dutta and Soham 
Shah.  

 Bachchan's
The Big Bull
to release on 
23rd October,
2020

Abhishek
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BOX office, on Friday, a 
denominator of the audience 
decides the success and failure of 
creativity of a team to any specific 
release. Cinema is the reflection of 
our critical understanding of 
culture, values and ethos.  A right 
message through cinema always 
helps the society for there all kind 
of deeds. A complex relationship 
between society and cinema has 
been observed which contributes a 
significant role in life from kids to 
old age audience. A coded message 
always spread out among the 
society with every good Cinema 
which decoded by the audience 
while watching the cinema. 
Producer and directors are paying 
their responsibilities towards the 
cinema and society both wherein 
values play vital role. Cinema, as an 
industry produces more than 600 
films every year and the aim of 
every film maker is to present one 
of the best mixture of story, 
message and value based 
creativities. Changing structure of 
society and families are a bigger 
challenge among film makers to 
portray stories so for. Since value 
begun with the family, cinema 
always showcases relationship 
between mother and son/ daughter, 
husband wife relationship etc. 
making movies on such 
sophisticated issues is being the 

     Film fraternity is not restricting 
themselves to make movies for only 
entertainment but they are making 
some responsible cinema which is 
directly indirectly reflecting the 
concern of society. Cinema has 
been the most dominant and the 
most influential mode of mass 
communication across India. Few 
recent research shown that 
conventional cinema is not as 
effective as experiment based 
cinema. So they are daring to do 
experiments with story to music and 
place to publicity. Let's appreciate a 
new horizon to understand the 
societal aspect of cinema with a 
value based approach. 

quality of our movie makers.  

BY THE WAY.
By: Dr. Amit Kumar Pandey
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     Mridul Shrivastava is the co-actor of Giti 
Gour in this music video. He is a Theatre 
Actor from Delhi. Moved to mumbai to 
make his career as an actor. This music 
video is directed by Akansha M Amin.

MUMBAI, 25th Feb 2020: Carnival 
ONE films production company is 
presenting an emotional romantic song with 
debutant Giti Gaur and Mridul 
Shrivastava.The launch of the song was 
organised at Cinepolis, Andheri West, 
Mumbai. The romantic song named I will 
always blindly love you is sung by Amit 
Mishra and directed by Akansha M Amin. 
The guest for the event producer J. Abbas, 
Dr. Rekha Gour, Shubh Malhotra, Mr Ravi 
Shrivastava, meeta Shrivastava, Ruhi 
Naqvi, Akansha M Amin, the leads Giti 
Gour, Mridul Shrivastava, Sanjitii Gour, 
Ayan Ishan Naqvi along with. Rohitashv 
Gour, comedian VIP, tabla maestro 
Surender Singh, R.Swami cast and crew 
were also present at the event.

     On being asked from Rohitashv Gour 
about the debuting song of his daughter Giti 
Gour, he said, “I am really happy for my 
daughter. She is doing her hard work and 
going step by step. Started with modelling 
and now debuting with a music video is a 
great achievement and I am proud of her. 
She is having her own choices and I am 
always there to guide her in her decisions.”
     Giti Gour is really excited for her debut 
and shares her experience and says, “This is 
really exciting that I am debuting with Amit 
Mishra's song and directed by Akanksha M 
Amin. This is my first acting project and I 
hope it will get good response. I have 
started with modelling and now going to be 
launched as an actor by this music video. 
Everything is like dreams are coming true 
and I am learning a lot from my 
experiences. I am blessed to have such a 
supportive father who is always guiding me 
and walking besides me in my every 
decision.”

Film fraternity is 
not restricting 
themselves to make 
movies for only 
entertainment but 
they are making 
some responsible 
cinema which is 
directly indirectly 
reflecting the 
concern of society. 

”

Social values
 & cinema

B-Town witnessed a new 
romantic song staring 
Giti Gour and Mridul 



looked stunning in black as she 
attended the opening of FOMO, 
a restaurant opened by Ranji 
cricketer Sinan Kadar

Actress Rukshar Dhillon 

SPOTTED
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THE Laxmmi Bomb duo - actor 
Akshay Kumar and director 
Raghav Lawrence will be building 
home for transgenders for the first 
time in Chennai. 
Raghav took to his social media 
and informed about this new 
project for uplifting transgenders 
by providing shelter for them. Also 
thanking Akshay for donating 1.5 
crores for the same.
     He posted, “I would like to 
share one good news, Akshay 
Kumar sir is donating 1.5 crores for 
building transgender home for the 
first time in India. As everyone is 
already aware that Larencce 
Charitable Trust has been initiating 
various projects for education, 
home for kids, medical and 
physically abled dancers. Our trust 
is now entering into its 15th year. 
We wanted to celebrate this 15th 

year by initiating a new project for 
uplifting transgenders by providing 
shelter for them. our trust has 
provided the land and we were 
looking forward to raise funds for the 
building , so during Laxmmi Bomb 
shoot I was talking to Akshay kumar 
sir about the trust projects and 
transgender's home, immediately 
after hearing this without even me 
asking he told he will donate 1.5 
cores for building transgender's 
home. I consider everyone who helps 
as God, so now Akshay kumar sir is 
a god for us. I thank him for lending 
his huge support for this project. Our 
trust next vision is to uplift 
transgender's and provide shelter for 
them all over India with Akshay 
Kumar's sir support. I thank him in 
behalf of all transgender's. we will 
inform the bhoomi pooja date soon. I 
need all your blessing”

Akshay Kumar donates 1.5 crores for first 
transgender building in Chennai



In any of the horror movie, 
background music plays vital role 
and here the powerful background 
music has really impressed the 
audience. There are three powerful 
punches in the movie where 
audience can strongly feel scarred 
for few seconds. 
     Technically this is one of the 
strongest movie. Graphics and 
other technical aspects are used 
nicely. This we can say is the finest 
blend of acting, music and 
direction. Director Bhanu Pratap 
Singh has tried his level best to 
justify the horror genre in today's 
world. 
     Since this is a horror movie and 
has a powerful sounds and scary 
scenes so I would request weak 
hearted people and kids not to 
watch it. Others can go and watch 
it. For the best viewing experience, 
please watch it in cinema hall only. 

FILM REVIEW

Rating: 

By Yogesh Mishra

DIRECTOR Dinkar Kapoor's 
'O Pushpa I Hate Tears' is a comic 
thriller. Krushna Abhishek is the 
centre of attraction in the film. 
     Story revolves around a married 
guy (Karthik Jayaram) who pays 
five lakhs to Shyam (Krushna 
Abhishek) to kill his wife Pushpa 
(Anjuman Mughal). Despite taking 
money and contract Shyam did not 
kill Pushpa so story takes a U turn 
here. When he comes to know 
about his un-fulfillment of 
commitment, he tries to handle the 
situation but could not be 
successful. So, now he had no 
choice but to have a plan-B but 

even that did not work. This is like a 
complex situation where things 
cannot be predicted. Looking at the 
situation Shyam takes advantage of 
the same and enjoys the luxurious 
lifestyle there with Pushpa. To know 
more about the climax, one must see 
this film.
     Krushna Abhishek in the role of 
Shyam looked fabulous and his 
acting is mind-blowing. His dance 
steps truly impresses the audience. 
Other actors like Anjuman Mughal, 
Karthik Jayaram and Anusmriti 
Sarkar have also justified their roles 
in the film. Although Anusmriti 
Sarkar does not have a big role but 
her screen appearance is quite 
impressive. Karthik Jayaram has a 
bigger role to play in the movie but 
somewhere he could not impress the 
audience,

    Music has played the vital role in 
this film. The powerful music and 
songs compel audience to shake 
their legs. The dance steps of 
Krushna Abhishek is quite 
impressive. Title song is quite 
impressive and powerful. Krushna 
Abhishek has tried his level best to 
copy the steps of legendary actor 
Rajesh Khanna in this song. Since 
the title is also the signature 
dialogue of Rajesh Khanna so, 
indirectly tribute is given to the 
legend. In short, we can say that the 
dance and music has increased the 
beauty of the film.
     Overall, this is more like a single 
screen theatre movie. Krishna 
Abhishek has impressed the 
audience with his nice performance.  
This is the kind of movies that were 
released in 90s era but since this is a 
fine blend of comedy and thriller so 
one can plan to see it at least once.      

Bird lying static on a beach and he 
is trying to find out the facts 
behind this haunted ship. When he 
visits the ship he finds something 
unusual there. He felt the presence 
of a ghost there inside the ship. 
With the help of a professor 
(Ashutosh Rana), he tries to find 
out the solution. To know what 
happens with this haunted ship, 
one must see this film.
     Vicky Kaushal has proved that 
he is the perfect fit for horror genre 
as well. Sanju and URI like movies 
have given the real recognition to 
the actor and this movie is just an 
extension of his good works. 

DIRECTOR Bhanu Pratap 
Singh's Bhoot Part One: The 
Haunted Ship is one of the most 
impactful horror movie of the 
decade. 
     The story revolves around a 
person working in a shipping 
company (Vicky Kaushal). He was 
bit mentally disturbed because he 
lost his wife (Bhumi Pednekar) 
and daughter in an incident and 
feels himself responsible for that. 
There is a haunted ship named Sea 

Rating: 

Film: O PUSHPA I HATE TEARS
Starring: Krushna Abhishek, Anjuman Mughal, 
Karthik Jayaram, Anusmriti Sarkar
Genre: Comic Thriller 
Director: Dinkar Kapoor
Release date: 28.02.2020

   IMPACTFUL
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Film: BHOOT Part One: The Haunted Ship
Starring: Vicky Kaushal, Bhumi Pednekar, 
Meher Vij
Genre: Horror
Director: Bhanu Pratap Singh
Release date: 21.02.2020

   IMPRESSIVE



WE have a number of sibling duo 
making it big in Bollywood, looks 
like Rakul Preet Singh and her 
brother Aman Preet Singh are the 
next power-pact sibling duo to  enter 
the industry. Aman Preet has already 
worked in multiple projects in the 
Telugu industry like Production 
No.1, Ninnepelladata etc and now he 
is all set to take a leap from 
Tollywood to Bollywood.
     Aman Preet is all set to be seen in 
the movie titled 'Ram Rajya' which is 
directed by Nitesh Rai which also 

stars  Shobita Rana, Salman Sheikh, 
Shashwat Pratik, Rajesh Sharma, 
Govind Namdev, Manoj Bakshi, 
Sandeep Bhojak, Mukhtar Dekhani 
and Mushtaq Khan.
     The movie traces the era where 
Shri Ram, the king of Ayodhya, ran a 
country that did not discriminate 
between the rich and poor. The title 
of the film portrays the ideal society 
where people belonging to any caste 
can live together  without any 
discrimination.

Meera Chopra snapped post 
meeting at T-Series office in 
Mumbai.

SPOTTED
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Rakul Preet's brother, Aman Preet, all set to 
make his Bollywood  debut with 'Ram Rajya'
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Model Watch

Model: Varnika Rawat
Photographer:
Raju Asrani (Zoom Studio)

MUMBAI: Mohan Sisters 
who specialise in all forms of art 
together have for the first time 
come together to express their art 
in the form of Jewellery with  
CaratLane -A Tanishq 
Partnership. Caratlane is India's 
leading omnichannel jeweller on 
the occasion of Women's Day, are 
launching the exclusive  The 
#DreamersUnite campaign aims 
at nurturing the feeling of 
sisterhood among the women who 
are passionate about their dreams.
     With cute and quirky motifs 
inspired by every dreamer's 
passion, this collection is 
designed to encourage every 
woman to believe in herself and 
in the collective strengths of her 
sisters-in-arms. Talking about the 
association, Neeti Mohan shared, 
“CaratLane is focused on making 

     Speaking about the designs, 
Shakti Mohan said, “These designs 
come from a very personal place for 
all three of us. We, the sisters are 
very close and have been with each 
other through thick and thin. This is 
the sisterhood that we wish for every 
woman out there, who is striving to 
make a mark. We have designed 
over 50 motifs, each beautifully 
crafted in 14kt gold, to choose from. 
From the casual to the exquisite, this 
collection has something for every 
occasion.”

every day beautiful and special with 
their designs for the modern Indian 
woman. Keeping that in mind, we 
added a unique touch to these 
signature pieces, which will ensure 
that the CaratLane customers 
identify with the designs and find a 
bit of themselves in each one of 
them.” 
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Mohan Sisters launch their first jewellery 
collaboration with Caratlane 
-A Tanishq Partnership



www.ishaneducation.com

2. Monochromatic Suits: Stop, I'm not talking 
about an all-black suit. There are many more 
colors that the human eye can see, and I'm talking 
about literally any of them. Wearing a suit that's 
made up of only one shade is a sleek way to spice 
up the classic silhouette. (Because, honestly, 
aren't you tired of a black suit with a white dress 
shirt?)

1. Cross-Body Bags: First, I'd like to never, ever, 
ever, ever hear the word “murse” ever again. It's 
just a purse. Or a handbag. And if you happen to 
identify as a man and prefer to carry your 
belongings in a bag (rather than letting them just 
jingle jangle around in your pockets), then cool! 
Here's a trend for you! Fanny packs worn across 
your torso will still be happening in 2020, but legit 
cross-body bags will be happening, too. The trick 
is wearing them high up on your waist, as opposed 
to just flopping about again your hip bone. 

3. Sheer Tops: I just know that Harry Styles, 
somewhere, is squealing with excitement. Show 
off those abs, those tattoos, or whatever you got 
goin' on under there with a sheer top. Pair it with a 
relaxed suit for a fun night out, or don a loose, 
sheer shirt in the summer. Not only does it offer up 
major style points, it also offers major ventilation.

Probably the easiest and 4. Shirtless & Suits: 
effortless trend to follow on this list: Just ditch the 
shirt next time you don a suit, and revel in how hot 
you look.

6. Non-Motorcycle Leather Jackets: Moto jackets 
are still in, don't get me wrong. (Will they ever be 
out?) But those long, sleek leather jackets are 
making a comeback now—so, good on Adam 
Sandler. Ensure that it's a 2020 trend by adding a 
street style twist to it. Don't just pair the jacket with 
jeans. Wear it with your favorite off-duty look, like 
the runway shot above.
7. Tie-Dye: Stealing a page of women's fashion, 
tie-dye and other fun dye jobs are making a huge 
splash in 2020. We suggest you make a run to 
your favorite thrift shop right now—you just might 
score a super cool tie-dye tee before the rest of 
the crowd.

We couldn't possibly talk about big fashion trends 
without talking about men's fashion trends.

5. Vests: Vests are here—with or without the suit. 
And before you start unearthing your fedora to go 
with it—just don't. It's just the vest. Fedoras are 
still lame.
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That Will Rule 2020

MARGO Cooper, Miss World 
Bulgaria 2019, paid a visit to the 
Rescue foundation center for the 
sex trafficking victims, located in 
Mumbai, as a part of her global 
charity program she launched 
right after being crowned last 
September. The purpose of the 
program is supporting small and 
middle sized organizations that 

stand for the vitally important 
causes all over the globe, not 
only by donations and buying 
inventory, but by raising the 
awareness and educating people 
on how they can contribute to 
their local societies, or make a 
difference while traveling the 
world with a purpose. 

Margo Cooper, Miss World Bulgaria 2019 
visits Rescue foundation centre



INTERNATIONAL coach 
& referee Master Jayesh Velhal 
selected India team coach for Gwanju 
Open International Taekwondo 
Championship 2019. This was held in 
South Korea on 20-22 July 2019.

     Coach Nishant Shinde did a good 
job under the guidance of master 
Jayesh Velhal. Head of the team 
master Jayesh Velhal said “Nishant 
always complete his responsibilities. 
Nishant is a sincere coach and my 
other senior coaches team also 
supportive as Vinit Sawant, Pranay 
Mulki, Krupesh Rankshetre, Frank 
Kanadia, Swapnil Shinde, Nikhil 

     The winners are as follows- 1.) 
Aman Ambati U/9: Gold (Poomsae 
individuals), STD- 3rd grade, School- 
S.V.K.M J.V. Parekh International 
School. 2.) Aishwarya Rautela U/9: 
Silver, Grade 2nd, Podar International 
School. 3.) Aayush Singh Rautela 
U/13: Silver, Grade 4th, Podar 
International School. 4.) Veda Ambati 
U/13: Silver, STD-6th grade, School- 
S.V.K.M J.V. Parekh International 
School.

Pawar, Yash Dalvi, Hardik Patil, 
Gunjan Mishra. Apart from them my 
Raigad team coach Kamesh Kadam 
also did well about all Taekwondo 
responsibilities. So, I am very much 
happy about my all trainers but 
specially Nishant sir. He took good 
efforts about these 4 kids those who 
won medals in International 
Championship.”

India rocks in South Korea under the 
guidance of master Jayesh Velhal

“I am very much happy 
about my all trainer but 
specially Nishant sir. 
He took good efforts 
about these 4 kids those 
who won medals in 
international 
championship”
-Master Jayesh Velhal

     Florian recently did the Hair 
and Make up for Anushka 
Sharma for an award function 
and its safe to say that his Midas 
touch is making the Bollywood 
diva shine brighter than Gold! 

FRENCH hair and makeup 
artist Florian Hurel is going 
places! After having worked 
with most of the leading ladies in 
Bollywood, his recent work with 
actor Anushka Sharma is 
bringing him applause from all 
corners. 

     In the past too, Florian has 
worked with actors like 
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, 
Deepika Padukone, Priyanka 
Chopra Jonas, and Shraddha 
Kapoor. 
     No wonder he is becoming a 
favorite for all the big names in 
Bollywood!

Florian Hurel's 
work with Anushka 
Sharma is on point!
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Today, many people have moles, 
and almost all moles are harmless. 
But it is important to recognize the 
changes in a mole like its size, 
shape, color, or texture that can 
suggest a melanoma may be 
developing. Unusual moles, sores, 
lumps, blemishes, markings, or 
changes in the skin looks or feels 
may be a sign of melanoma or 
another type of skin cancer.

Mole Or Melanoma:
How To Tell If It Is Just a Mole Or 
An Underlying Skin Cancer
Skin checks are an important part 
of finding and treating skin cancer 
early. Many people notice some 
changes but wait several months 

before making an appointment with 
a dermatologist either because they 
want to see if there are further 
changes or because they are scared 
to get answers.
The size and shape of your moles
A normal mole is smaller than ¼ 
inch - the size of a pencil eraser, has 
smooth borders, is generally round 
shaped, and is even colored  Moles 
also can get darker with sun 
exposure and can be flat or elevated.
When to perform a skin check
During your first skin check, you 
should note where your moles are 
and the size and shape of each so 
you can track any changes. It is a 
good idea to either draw a body 
diagram and mark where moles are 

or take pictures so you can compare 
from month to month.
Moles that change color
Although sun exposure can make a 
mole look darker, you should pay 
attention to drastic changes, such as 
a mole that was tan in color that has 
changed to dark brown. You also 
want to note if there are any moles 
that are inconsistent in color, for 
example, black in the middle with 
tan, white, red or pink around the 
outside.
Moles that change size or shape
Moles are usually symmetrical, 
which means if you draw a line 
down the center, both sides should 
look the same. If you notice a mole 
is evolving, growing or is 
asymmetrical , it is time to talk to a 
dermatologist.
Moles should not be painful
If you have a mole that is bleeding, 
oozing, itching or tender to the 
touch, it might signal melanoma.
Moles should be smooth to the 
touch
If your mole turns crusty, rough, 
scaly or develops a scab it may 
potentially be cancerous and you 
should talk with your doctor as soon 
as possible.

Dr. Monica Kapoor, a world renowned 
Cosmetologist & Aesthetic Physician and 
Founder & Director of Flawless and the 
cosmetic club clinical chain throws light on 
what it means to have moles on body, 
sometime sign of beauty and sometimes may 
be the sign of underlying skin cancer.
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Dr. Monica Kapoor
Flawless Cosmetic Club, Mumbai

Beautiful mole 
OR Underlying 
skin cancer!



Small ScreenSmall Screen
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IRA Singhal's Chef Of Delhi, a 
cookery contest, which was held 
in the capital city recently was a 
roaring success. In fact, Ira is 
being regularly asked when she 
would hold another such contest 
again. “Delhi responded a lot, it 
was beyond my imagination. I 
thought that gathering everyone 
for a cooking event was a tough 
task, but my experience is that if 
you are going the right way with 
proper deliverables, then people 
will love the event and even wait 
for next one. Now, people are 
regularly asking me, when will 
your next event happen and this is 
my real earning,” she says.
     Ask her how it was interacting 
with the contestants, and she says, 
“I was free in the event for 

     She adds, “Delhi people were 
very happy when these celebrities 
were amongst them. And as an 
organiser, I thank both of them. 
They are so down to earth and are 
very polite. They helped me make 
this event a grand success.”

interaction with the audience and 
contestants but Chef Ripudaman 
Handa, who was judging the 
show, actor Aniruddh Dave, who 
was judging as well, and the other 
chefs made everyone feel 
welcome. They interacted with 
each and every person and judged 
every dish very minutely. They 
did full Masti with the 
contestants.”

     The event gave a platform to 
housewives to showcase their 
cooking talent. Talking about how 

     Talking about her future plans, 
she says, “In the future, we are 
looking to have this event at 
Chandigarh, Jaipur, Lucknow and 
Mumbai. I want to spread the taste 
of traditional recipes all over 
India.”

the idea germinated, she says, 
“When we talk about home chefs, 
the first name which comes in our 
mind is mom. Everybody sees their 
moms in the kitchen and how they 
work hard. I wanted to give a 
platform to all these moms with a 
motive that your cooking skills are 
precious. And in India, mothers are 
hidden celebrity chefs and 
definitely this idea germinated 
from looking at my hardworking 
mom.”

The success of Chef of Delhi was
 beyond my imagination: Ira Singhal



     Himanshu's wife, actor Amruta 
Khanvilkar was also seen recently in the 
film Malang. Any plans to work with 
her in future?

     The dedicated actor is balancing his 
television and film career without any 
problem. Talking about that, he says, 
"Fortunately, TV is happening, the film 
is happening and also a web series for 
Zee 5 is also happening so I am 
balancing little things and I love trying 
different things as I think doing the 
same thing becomes a little monotonous 
and boring for me. So this is really good 
that way."

     As the story proceeds, the show talks 
about the clash of ideologies between 
his character and that of a Devguru.

     He says, "Of course, yes I would 
love to work with her but I think it's 
going to be a distant dream because I 
think she is quite shy acting in front of 
me at the moment. We love dancing and 
that is the reason we did Nach Baliye 7 
but as if now even I don't know when 
acting is going to happen or when we 
will get any project together. She feels 
that she knows me and we know each 
other since sixteen years now so we 
know each other all out. So acting will 
become slightly difficult and different so 
that's one of the reasons so at the 
moment it's going to be a distant dream 
for all the fans."

     The show also stars  Rahil Azam and 
Shruti Seth and two wonderful kids. The 
Concept creation is done by Mahesh 
Bhatt and Gurudev Bhalla productions. 
Gurudev Bhalla has actually created, 
directed and produced the show as well. 

line, I think I am more scientific and 
analytical so I also enjoy playing a 
doctor. It's lovely," says the actor who 
was last seen in Mariam Khan 
Reporting Live.

     While the multi-talented actor 
thoroughly loves his character, he did 
ensure that his preparation was on point.
     "For me, the preparation was pretty 
much psychological because my belief 
has to completely counter attack his 
belief. Also for preparation I think, I 
needed to develop a feeling of warmth, 
love and affection for the character 
Devguru because at any point of time it 
should not look like as if I am trying to 
outdo him but it should look like I am 
kind of concerned for him and I want to 
bring him back to normal lifestyle. So, 
more than physical it is psychological 
and is pretty much like understanding 
the psyche of the character, going deep 
into it and creating magic out of it," he 
shares.

ACTOR Himanshu Malhotra has 
brought his fans a show which is not 
only unique in its genre but also 
touches a topic which has been a hot 
topic for debates for years. He will 
soon be seen in Dil Jaise Dhadke 
Dhadakne Do, which talks about the 
different ideologies of science and 

religion.
     Himanshu plays a doctor in the 
show and is thoroughly enjoying the 
experience. 
"I love playing doctor, I think it's 
fantastic, very educational, it is very 
interesting and I feel it suits my 
personality. Also, somewhere down the 

Himanshu Malhotra loves
 playing a doctor onscreen 
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WHEN everyday is a madness in 
a mother's life and all she cares about 
is making things right. Welcome to 
the madness of motherhood as 
ALTBalaji and ZEE5 finally gives a 
glimpse of its most awaited web-
series 'Mentalhood' by dropping the 
teaser. Bringing celebrated talents on 
OTT platform as which also marks 
the digital debut of Bollywood's Lolo 
aka Karisma Kapoor along with the 
others, the teaser of the web-series 
Mentalhood is out now and is truly a 
rollercoaster that we cannot miss!
     The series which will be 
streaming on ALTBalaji and ZEE5 in 
March, dropped a teaser of the show 
and shared, “Parenting nahi rahegi 
same, when these #supermoms bring 
on their A-Game Be a part of these 
mother's journey from motherhood to 
#Mentalhood! Streaming, 11th 
March on #ALTBalaji. Trailer out on 
Monday! #ALTBalajiOriginal 
#AZEE5Original”
     Underlining the various shades of 
motherhood, the web series features 
Karisma Kapoor as Meira Sharma, 
Miss Kanpur and a mother of three 
young kids. The teaser of the show 
introduced Karisma as the 'Mental 
mom' Meira, Dino as a stay-at-home 

dad Aakash Fernandes, Sandhya as 
'Momzilla' Anuja Joshi, Shilpa as 
'workaholic mom' Namrata Dalmia, 
Shruti as 'boho mom' Diksha Shah and 
Tillotama as 'pushover mom' Preity 
Khosla.
     Directed by Karishma Kohli, 
Mentalhood will see actor Karisma 
Kapoor making her digital debut as 
Meira Sharma, an out and about 
mental mom. Earlier, the poster really 
gave us an idea of how this quirky 
take on motherhood is going to look 
like but the teaser definitely gives us a 
glimpse into the mad-house and we 
are already excited! The web-series 
will showcase the ride from 
motherhood to mentalhood of the 
various kinds of mothers around and 
how they manoeuvre their way 
through unreasonable expectations 
and eccentricities to raise their 
children. Multi-tasking becomes a 
habit and constant worrying and guilt 
feeling becomes their nature.
     The makers of the show are all set 
to hold a trailer launch event on the 
24th of February 2020 which will be 
an extravaganza. The much-awaited 
show, Mentalhood will be streaming 
on ZEE5 and ALTBalaji in March!

Marking Karisma Kapoor and the
‘Mentalhood' pack's debut on OTT       Talking about the trip, he says, “I 

visited the capital, called Bucharest and 
then this very picturesque and beautiful 
town called Brasov. Walking on the streets 
and clicking pictures of some historical 
monuments and trying out some local 
cuisine were my favorite things to do on 
my trip. I loved the museums, art galleries, 
street-side cafes, pubs…there was so 
much to do at Bucharest.”
     Sharad loved the natives there as well. 
“Considering the temperature had dipped 
to -5°c, the Romanians were still very 
hospitable and warm people. I made some 
local friends too and it was such an 
enriching and endearing experience to 
understand and see the local Romanian 
culture,” he says.
     In fact, the actor got a special 
photoshoot done as well. “Fortunately, I 
also connected with one of their 
amazingly talented photographers and we 
spontaneously managed to get a 
photoshoot in no time. It was super fun 
shooting in freezing temperatures 
something I hadn't experienced earlier and 
it was an adrenaline rush all the way 
through. The pics look great and they'll be 
out soon,” he says.
      Ask him what are the top 5 things do 
in Romania, and he says, “Visit the old 
town in Bucharest. Make sure to see the 
museum and art galleries that say volumes 
about the history and culture. Visit Brasov. 
Visit Bran (The famous Bram stoker's 
Dracula's castle) and Visit Poiana for 
skiing.”

ACTOR Sharad Malhotra is back 
from a relaxing solo trip. The actor visited 
Romania and had an amazing time there. 
“I was contemplating between Europe and 
south-east Asia but then after the 
coronavirus epidemic broke out, I decided 
that Romania would be ideal for some me 
time and a solo trip that was long due,” he 
says.

Holiday Mania! 
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LAST year, T-Series produced 
and presented Slowly Slowly not 
only had Guru Randhawa lending 
his magical vocals to the number but 
also had international music icon 
Pitbull joining him on the song. The 
track became a super hit and was a 
chartbuster topping several music 
charts. Now Bhushan Kumar and T-
Series have come up with one more 
track that features yet another global 
pop icon.

     Surma Surma is another peppy, 
upbeat romantic song, shot 
beautifully in the colourful, vibrant 
locations of Rajasthan about which 
Guru shares, “I'm super stoked as it's 
my first single of the year and a 

     Guru returns to the mic and 
joining him this time will be English 
singer and songwriter Jay Sean, who 
has been synonymous with some 
blockbuster international tracks. The 
Lahore singer has been instrumental 
in bridging the gap between India 
and the West by getting renowned 
faces from the global music circuit 
and turned up the heat in T-Series 
numbers.  

     DirectorGifty who helmed the 
picturisation of the song tells us that 
he was initially very “apprehensive” 
during the shoot. “Since Jay Sean is 
an international artist I was not sure 
if he would agree to do everything 

     Speaking about coming together 
with Guru, Jay Sean informs that the 
collaboration with Guru and T-Series 
happened very “naturally' and 
'organically.” “Surma Surma is such 
a vibe! Rythm and Blues (RnB) and 
desi collide beautifully in one track. 
It's smooth and sexy and I love the 
way our voices sound over this 
production,” Jay Sean asserts. The 
song also features Brazilian model 
and actress Larissa Bonesi alongside 
Guru and Jay Sean. 

collaboration with an artist, Jay 
Sean, whom I admire since 
childhood. Every time I work with 
another great artist, there is so much 
to learn and discover. Every artist 
brings their own flavor. We totally 
enjoyed working on this song 
together. This song has a very upbeat 
groovy vibe to it and I hope my fans 
will love it.” 

we wanted but he surprised us. He 
was so co-operative about 
everything and that was the high 
point for me while shooting this 
video.”
     Producer Bhushan Kumar, head 
honcho of one of the biggest music 
label in the world, who has been the 
force behind many brilliant tracks, 
points out, “Guru is our amazing in 
house talent He's incredible. When 
Slowly Slowly happened with 
Pitbull last year, it turned out to be a 
blockbuster success internationally. 
Today I'm very happy to present 
Surma Surma which is going to be 
another chart topping number. We 
are also happy that Jay Sean decided 
to come forward and join Guru for 
Surma Surma. He enjoys a huge fan 
following among Indian audiences 
and we wanted to bring him closer 
home with Surma Surma.”
     With music by Vee Music, Guru 
has written, sung and composed the 
song while Jay Sean, who's written 
the English lyrics, has sung the song 
along with him. 

T-Series' next single Guru Randhawa'  Surma Surma ft. Jay Sean out now!   
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Don't blame the distractions coming 
your way, improve your focus. Be 
stronger than your strongest excuse. 
You cannot undo the past but you can 
try with dedication and proper 
planning to achieve your goals. Keep 
going as everything you need will 
come at a predestined time. Be happy 
and gratefull as what is coming is 
better than what is gone. Opportunities 
for enjoying with interesting friends 
this month is good. 

Most of the life's greatest lessons are 
learned through pain. Life is always 
never perfect, there is always a 
possibility for problems. Problems are 
a beginning of your new life. Core 
issues behind your relationships 
problems this month will be that you 
are unable to handle anger and stay 
calm or it's ego issues. Anxiety and 
frustration can come if you try to get 
control over your future. Keep calm.

Surround yourself with people who 
motivate you to bring the absolute 
best out of you in order to achieve 
higher goals. Be careful about secret 
enemies trying to harm you behind 
your back. Anger and attachment live 
side by side this month. Realize that 
the results of anger is worst than the 
reason of anger. This year can bring 
family togetherness and closer 
bondings. Strengthen your 

Don't stop trying just because you had 
a nightmare. Visualize what you want 
and work for achieving your goals. 
Concentrating on your work and 
getting your property, vehicle matters 
solved should be your priority. This 
year you must watch your health as 
well as your putting on weight (gain) 
is possible. Those having children can 
have issues with them this year. 
Speculation should be avoided. 

Difficulty does not means it's 
impossible, it only means you have to 
work hard. The fears you don't fight are 
your limits. You have two choices, give 
up or give your best efforts. Don't trade 
your happiness for what you want. 
Understand  that what you want is not 
what you need. Stop comparing your 
life with others life. Consider 
ramifications of all the important issues 
before going ahead with any 
desciscion.

Hard times teaches you to appreciate 
coming better period. You are built 
from every mistakes you have ever 
made. If you change nothing, nothing 
will change for you. Don't cling to 
what is over and done. Focus all your 
energy on building everything new. 
Climb is tough but view from the top 
is fantastic. Family togetherness can 
make you happy and blessed. Take 
care of yourself not to put on weight.

Life never stops teaching in these 
years, hence you never stop learning 
which will help you to grow later. 
Never complain about anything nor 
have any expectations from others 
as nobody can take away your pain. 
So also don't allow anyone to take 
away your happiness. Be positive. 
Positive thinking is about accepting 
whatever is happening as best and 
always staying disciplined and 
hopeful.

Corrupting influence of mind can 
create negativity. Train  your mind to 
see things as they are, percieve 
reality as it is and hold onto nothing. 
Fear kills growth. It's okay to not 
yield to unrealistic demands and 
expectations. Intelligent management 
of removing misunderstandings with 
everybody will be required. Even if 
things don't go your way, God wants 
you to trust him enough for your 
happiness. 

Your vision to see an obstacle and 
sincere and intelligent planning with 
confident sincere efforts can make 
you successful. This year you can find 
progress or promotion with hard 
work. Change of work for betterment 
is a possibility.  With proper planning 
you can find second source of income 
this year. Your communication skills 
will be at it's best. Make sure you use 
it for your progress and wellbeing.

Stay dedicated to your work, nothing 
is going to happen overnight. Those 
wanting career changes should try this 
year which can help you for 
betterment. Some occasions or some 
events can happen this colorful month, 
which can bring some joyful time. 
Those wanting to give life some 
change by travelling in or outside the 
country should try this year. Meeting 
interesting friends is quite likely this 
month. 

Focusing on what you have already 
achieved will help you stay cheerful 
and happy. Frequent romantic 
encounters can invigorate your life 
this year. Meeting old and new friends 
is distinct possibility. Travel for 
pleasure or work is likely this year. 
Those having children will have a 
chance of strengthening and 
sweetening their bonds. Digestive 
system problems can cause 
constipation related issues. 

Experience is a brutal teacher which 
makes you learn the hard way. 
Relationships are at the receiving end 
for your unpleasantness for coming 
years,  using potent tool of 
communication skills will help. The 
remedy for the problems is not 
brooding about your challenges but 
thinking with strength to overcome 
your problems. Focusing on your slow 
breathing will help you stop panicking 
and get long term focus. 
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